**SET UP FOR DANCING IN ROOM**
- Rent portable stage w/ 4ft table for DJ: $300
- No stage would be an 8 ft table for DJ
- Total seats: 154
- Tables #1 & #2 would be Wedding Party = 16
- B&G table could be broken down after dinner for dancing or left up
- Buffet table would be broken down after dinner
- Blue Area would be dance floor

---

**Main Room:**
- **Maximum # of Seats:** 154
- **Main Room:** 90 Seats
- Blue Area would be dance floor
- Buffet Table
  - Removed after dinner

---

**Stage with 4 ft table for DJ**
- $300 Rental

---

**Gift Area**
- Fixed

---

**Coffee Station**
- Fixed

---

**B & G 2**

---

**Dj**

---

**Restrooms**

---

**6 FT Table**

---

**COATS**

---

**Entrance**